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We offer the best
inverter products to

the industry to ensure
customer's return is

maximized.

Inverpower was established in 2012, primarily involved in
the supply of grid-tie solar inverters series of solar
components, we also provide consultancy in the design
and selection of suitable inverters for residential and
commercial PV plants. We offer one of the broadest
portfolio of string inverters, including SolarEdge,
Sungrow and Hoylimes for microinverters. Our team has
commissioned more than 10,000 inverters of various
capacities in operation to residential, commercial plants
and solar farms. 

To complement our inverter offering, we are also the
authorised distributor of Staubli (Multi-Contact) PV
cable & connector, GAVE Surge Protection Device,
RainWise’s PVmetTM Meteorological Stations, and
Seaward PV Testers.

The Company

To be the preferred Inverter supplier to the solar
industry and offer the best after sales support to our
customers in Malaysia and South East Asia.

Our Vision
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To continuously provide our customers with the best
solar inverter products and support to optimize their
return on investments.

Our Mission



Product Category
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PV Inverters
Power Optimizer

String Inverters
Energy Storage System

MC4 Connector
MC4- Evo2
Branch Socket

Solar Weather Station

PV150
PV 200
Solar Utility Pro

Micro InvertersMicrogrid
String Inverter

Miniature Circuit Breaker
DC Fuse
Surge Arrester



What are
the benefits?

Our engineers will carry out a site survey and
communicate with client about electrical &
mechanical information on the installation of
the systems.

Pre-sales design

All of our products are covered by
manufacturer warranty. We help ensure
you get the warranty coverage you’re
entitled within the guaranteed period.

Warranty service

Our extensively experienced technicians are
one call away for inverter repair &
maintenance to ensure minimal destruption
to owners' business operations. 

Trouble-shooting
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Why us?
Inverpower has a team of well-trained engineers and a service centre up and running for a decade. Our team are at your service
to ensure that all faulty inverters are taken care of at any point after the purchase.

Inverters being the artery of solar-generated energy. Electricity generated by solar panels are not able to be used without
inverters being in a good condition. Inverpower is beyond a distributor that sells invertor, we encompass the expertise and
collective experience in repairing and maintening inverters.
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CEO MESSAGE
Most countries aim to reach net zero by 2050, including Malaysia. The Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources
of Malaysia (KeTSA) has set a target to reach 31% of RE share in the national installed capacity mix by 2025. Solar
is the most promising alternate source of energy because it carries almost zero environmental impact from
installation to the end of its lifetime.

As electricity bills continue to rise, higher return on investment (ROI) could be achieved from solar installation.
Today, solar energy can generate 30-50% monthly savings for businesses and households on electricity bills. It is
a gratifying industry to be part of, knowing what we do will not only benefit our customers, but the habitats of our
future generations too.

Inverpower has pioneered the inverter industry by taking extra steps beyond sales, we strive to fulfill customers’
demand before, during and after sales. Our team is fully committed to journey together with our customers to
make our country, our planet greener. 
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https://www.thestar.com.my/business/business-news/2021/08/13/solar-pv-can-help-businesses-save-25-in-electricity-cost-says-uob


Phone : 

Website :  www.inverpower.com.my

Email :       koh.daniel@inverpower.com.my

Address : 

Let us make Malaysia a greener country together.

FIND OUT MORE

12, Jalan Industri USJ 1/5, Taman Perindustrian  USJ 1, 47600
Subang Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia

hk.leong@inverpower.com.my
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+603-8081 6726
+6012-214 1110
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